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                  Small details make

the difference

W. Wegener / Martha


The high percentage of Modal is the material of choice for these elegant trousers, providing it with the smooth, flowing bodyline for a perfect style. Wide long legs form the shape underlining a very female silhouette, same time wonderful airy and comfortable to wear.
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                  Like ice in the sunshine

W. Wegener / Chiva


This modern, figure-hugging style combines an excellent fit with a sporty yet elegant design. The high-quality cotton with elastane and technical fibers guarantees maximum freedom of movement and the highest level of comfort. This article is available in many feminine and fashionable colours.
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                  Sustainable denim

W. Wegener / Wanda


Authentic denim, made from organic cotton in a fashionable flared fit. Subtle washouts and scrapings create a particularly casual denim look. Shape-retaining and easy-care, these trousers look even better after every wash.

Wanda
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                  Life is light with linen

W. Wegener / Stella


The soft and airy quality in 100% pure linen offers all what you require from airy summer trousers, ideal for city-shopping or vacation. The fabric breathes, cools and gives a light and pleasant feeling at the same time, easy washable und always coming back to good shape.

Stella
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            You are interested in our collection, require additional assistance
or have questions regarding orders? We will be glad to help you.
Just contact us!

            
            
            
            
            
              +49 2296 99082-0
              info@m-fashion.de
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